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Caught in an options trading funk? 
Break the bad habits, forget about what
you’ve been doing wrong, and focus 
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their feet again. 
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Letter from
Bernie
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THERE HAS BEEN LOTS OF TALK THESE
days about “low volatility,” and rarely do I see
it presented as a happy concept. Some market
analysts complain about low volatility as an
indication of a “dangerous complacency” by
investors that’s often associated with market
tops. The high-frequency trader contingent,
which accounts for as much as half the daily
trading volume in equities, grouses that their
trading opportunities become sparser when
volatility is more muted. And covered call
writers and naked put sellers are forced to
operate with much thinner rewards for the
downside risks they incur.

The good news is that lower volatility is
unambiguously bullish for the option buyer,
for the simple reason that premiums for at-
the-money options (on non-dividend paying
stocks) are directly proportional to the
implied volatility (IV) of those options. For
example, the premium for a three-month,
100-strike call on a $100 stock with an IV of
50% is about $10; at a 25% IV, this premium
gets cut in half to $5. Chop the option pre-
mium and you “leverage the option’s lever-

ELIZABETH HARROW
Senior Equities Analyst 
and Editor for Schaeffers
Research.com.  She writes
the Trading Floor Blog, edits 
the Monday Morning 
Outlook, and contributes 
to SFO Magazine.

ANDREA KRAMER
Senior Equities Analyst and
an Associate Editor for  
SchaeffersResearch.com. 
She writes the Daily Option
Blog, hosts the Options Stew
video series, and contributes
to Stockhouse.com and
StockTwitsU.

Schaeffer’s
Contributors
to This Issue

ROCKY WHITE 
Senior Quantitative Analyst
and contributor to Monday
Morning Outlook. He holds
a master’s degree in 
financial engineering, and
his research is quoted on
Bloomberg TV, CNBC, 
and Fox Business News.

age” for a given move in the stock. And in
this example, a 20% stock rally to $120 by
expiration will result in the “50 IV” option
doubling from $10 to $20, but the “25 IV”
option will quadruple from $5 to $20.

So with IV at its lowest level in four years,
we know the environment is favorable for
buying option premium and will remain so if
IV remains relatively flat.  But what are the
risks to this bullish scenario for option buyers?
A slow and steady rise in IV would actually be
favorable for premium buying, as you would
be buying premium at today’s IV level and,
presumably, volatility will rise during the
holding period for your option. The worst-
case scenario would be a sharp spike higher in
IV, followed by a period where realized volatil-
ity falls short of the aggressive volatility
assumptions built into option pricing. A good
example of such a period was the second half
of 2009. Another challenge could be pre-

TODD SALAMONE
Senior VP of Research and
author of the Monday
Morning Outlook. His 
market insight is featured
regularly on CNBC,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street
Journal, and Fox Business
News.

Bernie Schaeffer has been bringing you trading tips
and market timing insight with the Option Advi-
sor newsletter for 28 years.  For a free copy, go to:
www.sentiment.com/OpAd9

sented if IV continues to decline, perhaps to
the levels we saw in 2005. While leverage
would remain attractive for option buyers,
achieving the price movement to cash in on
this leverage could present a challenge over a
period of low and declining volatility. 

For now, I think it behooves us to look to
sharpen our trade timing skills to best take
advantage of the outsized rewards available
in the options market to those who can suc-
cessfully forecast significant directional
movement in focused time periods. My
“Trading on the Level” feature (page 14)
will identify for you some shortcuts to find-
ing price levels that can serve as ideal trade
entry (or exit) points, yet can easily fall
under the radar for many traders. And you’ll
also want to take careful note of our “Seven
Habits of Very Successful Traders” co-fea-
ture (page 20), so you don’t end up looking
for leverage in all the wrong places! 

Between these SENTIMENT features
and the insights from our regular depart-
ments, I think you’ll agree you have another
great resource for bolstering your trading
results in your hands.

Bernie Schaeffer
Founder and CEO, 
Schaeffer’s Investment Research

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

>>  Please let us know your thoughts. Send your feed-
back to Sentiment@sir-inc.com.
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

At the Open

MULTI-YEAR LOWS IN
VOLATILITY BRING
GARAGE-SALE PRICES
TO OPTIONS TRADERS
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EVER SINCE THE “GREAT RECESSION”  FIRST
took its toll on both Wall Street and Main
Street, pundits have waxed endlessly about
the dire prospects for U.S. consumers—not to
mention the retailers and restaurants that
depend almost wholly upon discretionary
spending. Against the backdrop of stubbornly
high unemployment and a shaky-at-best eco-
nomic recovery, it seemed to be a foregone
conclusion for many talking heads that con-
sumers just aren’t willing to shell out like they
used to. 

More recently, surging fuel prices reignited
these old, familiar worries. “A recent spike in
oil and food prices could weigh on employers’
desire to hire, interrupting the improvement
in the job market, and curb consumer spend-
ing,” warned the Associated Press on May 19,
echoing the resoundingly grim mood inspired
by higher prices at the pump.

However, as regular readers of our Monday
Morning Outlook are already aware, stocks in
the consumer discretionary space have been
an underappreciated pocket of strength for
quite some time now. With so many naysayers
still refusing to capitulate to the bullish trend,
the solid fundamental and technical perform-
ance of so-called “leisure” stocks—combined
with the lingering skepticism and negative
sentiment levied against the group—trans-
lates to prime trading opportunities for con-
trarian-minded investors. 

Starting Facts
Based on the following, it seems that con-
sumer spending is alive and well, despite
reports to the contrary. Retail sales rose 0.5%
in April, according to the Commerce Depart-
ment, marking the tenth consecutive month
of expansion. Even if the effects of higher gas
prices are factored out, retail sales still

increased 0.2% for the month. Along the
same lines, the 25 major retailers tracked by
Thomson Reuters saw same-store sales
increase by 8.9% in April, topping expecta-
tions for a gain of 8.4%, and marking the best
overall month in a year.  

And, for the record, it’s worth noting that
higher oil prices do not necessarily translate to
lower prices for consumer discretionary
stocks. The SPDR S&P Retail (XRT)
exchange-traded fund (ETF), which tracks a
basket of consumer cyclical names, advanced
from $34 to $50 per share from February 2010
through February 2011—a time frame during
which oil prices jumped from $70 to $100 per
barrel. This simultaneous rise in both oil and
XRT seems to shatter the myth that healthy
consumer spending habits and higher oil
prices cannot coexist.

Sentiment: The Contrarian Take
Additionally, stocks in the consumer discre-
tionary group—which includes gaming,

restaurant, and retail
names—rank highly in
our internal scorecard
system, which weights
the sentiment backdrop
on individual equities
against their technical
performance. In other
words, components of
these sectors have
shown a strong propen-
sity to rally amid evi-
dence of skepticism.

Taking a closer look
at the sentiment data,
stocks in this sector
could benefit from bull-
ish analyst attention.
Zacks reports about
48% “buy” ratings for
equities in the retail
and restaurant sectors,
suggesting that there’s
ample opportunity for

upgrades as the positive price action contin-
ues. Any optimistic notes from brokerage firms
could help to draw new buyers to the table.

Elsewhere, the 50-day buy-to-open put/call
volume ratio for XRT has been trending
higher lately. The rise in this ratio reveals that
traders have been buying puts over calls at an
accelerated pace as the ETF rallies, which can
be viewed as a bullish indicator. Deep-pock-
eted investors often purchase ETF puts to
hedge their long stock holdings, so an increase
in the sector’s put/call ratio is frequently
indicative of share accumulation. Since these
big-money players are purchasing option
hedges, they’re less likely to panic-sell on neg-
ative news. In short, this data suggests to us

that strong bullish hands
are beginning to buy into
XRT’s rally. That being
said, a rollover in this  indi-
cator would signal the
potential for short-term
caution.

Will the Consumer Stop Buying?

DESPITE CONVENTIONAL WISDOM, RISING OIL AND 
LEISURE SPENDING CAN COEXIST. BUT FOR HOW LONG?  
>> By Todd Salamone and Elizabeth HarrowE

FIGURE 1:The relentless consumer. Even oil piercing $4 a gallon at the
pump and gold making all-time highs hasn’t stopped consumers from 
spending on “unessential” items, as evidenced by this chart of the SPDR 
S&P Retail ETF (XRT).

LEARN MORE 
SEE PAGE 8 FOR
MORE IDEAS ON
CONSUMER 
DISCRETIONARIES. 
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THE CONSUMER 
DISCRETIONARY 
PLAYERS

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

SPDR S&P
Retail (XRT) 19%

13%

Ann Inc.
(ANN),

O’Reilly Automotive
(ORLY),

Children’s Place 
Retail Stores

(PLCE),
J.C. Penney Co.

(JCP)

Retail 
HOLDRS Trust 

(RTH)

Wal-Mart Stores
(WMT),

Home Depot
(HD),

Amazon.com
(AMZN),

Walgreen Co.
(WAG),

Target Corp.
(TGT)

–PowerShares
Dynamic Leisure 

and Entertainment 
Portfolio 

(PEJ) 

Starbucks
(SBUX),

Liberty Media
(LINTA),

Priceline.com
(PCLN),

Wynn Resorts
(WYNN)

–PowerShares
Dynamic Food & 

Beverage Portfolio
(PBJ) 

Starbucks
(SBUX),

Campbell Soup 
Company
(CPB),

Coca-Cola Co.
(KO),

Yum! Brands
(YUM)

ETF TOP HOLDINGS SVI*
(AS OF 5/31/11)

SCHAEFFER’S
VOLATILITY INDEX (SVI)
The SVI helps you tell
whether option prices
for a stock are relatively
“cheap” or “expensive”
based on prior implied
volatility. It measures
implied volatility relative
to itself and plots it over
time. A run-up in the SVI
might pose a risk to
option premium buyers,
for example, but could be
an opportunity for pre-
mium sellers. Current SVI
readings are at schaeffers
research.com/svi.

THE SETUP 
BUY IN-THE-MONEY
CALL 
+
BUY OUT-OF-THE-
MONEY PUT 
(same strike as call)

THE RATIONALE 
BULLISH STOCK AFTER
A LARGE RUN-UP
• Lingering negative senti-
ment, i.e. high short inter-
est, low analyst buy ratings,
excess speculative put
activity.
• Low volatility (SVI) rela-
tive to past volatility
argues for the purchase of
cheap out-of the-money
put protection in case
bullish forecast does not
play out. 

THE GOOD AND BAD
WHAT YOU SHOULD LIKE
• Acts like a call on an
upward move in the stock,
with limited loss or poten-
tial profit on a downward
move
• Maximum risk is defined

WHAT YOU MIGHT NOT LIKE
• Requires purchase of
two legs
• Time decay will erode
more quickly if no move-
ment in stock occurs

STRATEGY
WATCH

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

THE TRADE 
BULLISH STRADDLE
ON A CONSUMER 
DISCRETIONARY ETF

Will a trade unfold in the consumer discretionary
sector? Follow along in our  Monday Morning 
Outlookeach week for updates. You can sign up at:
www.sentiment.com/mmo9

What 
It Should 

Look 
Like:

BULLISH 
STRADDLE

(3-month)

HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE:

Stock at 

$53
Straddle the 50 strike:

50 strike call option = $3.60 
50 strike put option = $0.80  

Straddle price = $4.40 

At trade onset:
Trade acts like a long call, but with a

better safety net. Profits almost immedi-
ately if stock moves higher. Limited

downside at this point.

At trade expiration:
Breakeven prices are 
$54.40 and $45.60.

In other words,
the stock would need to move only

2.64% higher
or 

13.96% lower
to make a profit.  

Maximum loss if 
stock finishes at $50. 

Stock Price

Start of trade
Expiration

Stock at Start 
of Trade

100 

75

50

25 

0%

-25 

-50 

-75

-100
40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
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Feeling Gassy?While the national average of gas prices at
the pump has reached nearly $4 per gallon, savvy traders have
been enjoying the upside of the U.S. Gas Fund (UGA)—an
exchange-traded fund (ETF) that tracks gasoline prices
through futures contracts traded on the New York Mercantile
Exchange. Touching a 52-week low of $30 in late August 2010,
it nearly doubled by May 2011 to $56. You might lose your
wallet at the pump, but that doesn’t mean you can’t hedge the
cost of driving your SUV with a few bull call spreads. 

A Silver Lining As the U.S. dollar continued its abysmal
descent early this year, the inflation hedge of choice by traders
was silver—pushing the metal 81.3% from January to April to
an all-time  high of $48.60 before it came crashing down to $34
a share by mid-May. Part of the volatility has been blamed on
ETFs like the iShares Silver fund (SLV), which represent owner-
ship of the metal stored in bank vaults. Have investors overre-
acted? Keep an eye on the SLV’s sentiment indicators for clues.

OPTION 
MARKET
DATES
YOU 
SHOULD
KNOW

1
NEW 

HIGHS 
AND 

LOWS
>Schaeffer’s Leverage is
off to a bang-up start in
2011—proving that
sometimes it pays to take
the conservative route.
This real-time alert serv-
ice provides subscribers
with six to eight in-the-
money option recom-
mendations each month,
each targeting 100%
gains. Since these options
already carry a healthy
dose of intrinsic value,
exposure to time decay
is minimized. Plus, in-the-
money options offer a
higher delta than their
out-of-the-money coun-
terparts, which means
they’ll gain value at a rela-
tively faster pace. And
with a typical holding
period of just 10 to 15
trading days, Leverage
lets subscribers collect
profits and move on to
the next trading oppor-
tunity in a matter of mere
weeks. For more info, go
to sentiment.com/lev9.

3
  >Our founder and
chairman, Bernie
Schaeffer, was once
again tapped to
deliver a keynote
address at the Las
Vegas MoneyShow in
May. His speech, “Top
or No Top?”, offered a
point-by-point argu-
ment as to why the
bull market is still
firmly intact. As regu-
lar followers of
Bernie’s analysis
might have guessed,
our analyst-in-chief
believes that techni-
cals are key—but
investor sentiment
also plays a key role in
determining whether
this bull still has legs
to run higher. 
“In general, the
degree of disbelief
associated with the
huge rally off the
March 2009 bot-
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tom—a rally in which
the Russell 2000
Index (RUT) has
more than doubled—
has been unprece-
dented in my decades
of tracking investor
sentiment,” he
explained. “There are
four stages of investor
sentiment as the mar-
ket moves from bot-
toms to tops. The
dominant sentiment
at bear-market bot-
toms is despair; the
initial rally off the
bottom is then met
with disbelief. The
rally finally goes
through the accept-
ance phase, and the
final warning sign
that a top is at hand is
investor euphoria. To
suggest we are at a
market top before this
rally has been fully
accepted by main-
stream investors is to
believe we are going
to skip the ‘euphoria
stage’ this time
around, and I see this
as highly unlikely.”
For further reading,
see “The Argument
Against a Market
Top” by going to 
sentiment.com/lvms9.
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Riding the Schwab Xpress Charles Schwab announced in March
2011 that it is acquiring optionsXpress, valuing the Chicago-based
options broker at about $1 billion. Schwab, a discount brokerage giant
with 380,000 client accounts and almost $8 billion in assets, is making
the move to bolster its options-trading business. Chuck will also see a
short-term benefit to earnings as it sweeps optionsXpress accounts into
its bank. The deal is expected to close during the third quarter of 2011.

The acquisition is similar to TD Ameritrade’s mid-2009 purchase of
thinkorswim,  a Chicago-based broker best known for its sophisticated
options trading platform. In both cases, a large brokerage firm made a
play for a smaller firm with expertise in the options and futures arena,
and both deals reflect longer-term industry trends as traders and
investors demand improved access to these markets. Options trading is
one of the fastest-growing areas of the financial markets, and big brokers
are looking to offer advanced trading capabilities, lower commissions,
and options education.  

C2, the Encore
The Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) has been on a roll
lately. Higher trading volumes fueled solid first-quarter earnings that
beat analysts’ estimates and sent CBOE shares upward in Nasdaq trad-
ing. CBOE’s all-electronic alternative options market exchange, the C2
Options Exchange (C2), drove a small portion of that growth. Accord-
ing to the CBOE website, the newly launched C2 accounts for about 1%
of market share among all U.S.-based options exchanges.

4
SIR IN THE
MEDIA

>Senior Technical
Strategist Ryan Det-
rick is fast becoming a
regular guest on
“Breakout,” the new
stock-centric video
series at Yahoo!
Finance. In late
March, Ryan stopped
by to talk about the
prospects for the coal
sector. Citing the
strong price action
amid continuing skep-
ticism, he predicted
additional upside for
the group—and picked
out International Coal
(ICO) as a particular
favorite within the sec-
tor. Almost exactly one
month later, ICO rock-
eted to new all-time
highs after Arch Coal
(ACI) launched a
$3.4-billion bid to
acquire the company.
Heads-up to savvy
contrarians: in his
most recent visit to the
“Breakout” studio in
May, Ryan singled out
Amazon.com
(AMZN) as a potential
bullish play. Watch the
full interview at 
sentiment.com/mediap9.
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Introduced in the fourth quarter
of 2010, CBOE thinks C2 holds
promise as a revenue generator. The
company hopes an all-electronic
S&P 500 index option, SPXpm, will
help take C2 to the next level. On
most days in May, right around
128,000 options contracts changed
hands on C2, compared to roughly 3
million daily on the CBOE (accord-
ing to CBOE statistics). The S&P
500 Index (.SPX) options contract is
the most vibrant options trading pit
on the CBOE trading floor. SPXpm,

an electronic version of the product, will settle
at a different time of day than the current S&P
500 index option. In addition, traders will be
able to access it only through the Chicago
exchange. This exclusivity could benefit the
evolution of C2.

Up to BATS
BATS Global Markets (BATS) has filed for an
initial public offering. BATS is the third largest
U.S. stock exchange and also handles about
3.5% of today’s options volume (according to
Bloomberg). It is one of nine exchanges that
currently list puts and calls, and it’s the second
to announce an offering in recent years—
CBOE Holdings (CBOE), owner of the
Chicago Board Options Exchange, went pub-
lic last year. CBOE is the oldest and still one of
the largest exchanges; shares are listed and
traded on the Nasdaq Stock Market.The
International Securities Exchange (ISE) is an
all-electronic options exchange that went pub-
lic in March 2005, but was later acquired by
Eurex in 2007. Meanwhile, BATS started trad-
ing Nasdaq stocks five years ago and launched
the BATS options exchange last year. The
exchange will use proceeds from the offering to
grow market share, including a European
futures and options market using technology
that supports the U.S.-based BATS options
exchange.  
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There is a substantial risk of loss in trading commodity futures, options and off-exchange foreign currency products. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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CME Group futures
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How can I use Schaeffer’s Volatility Index
to determine the appropriate options strat-
egy for the stock I’m watching?
BERNIE: The SVI will not only provide you
with a historical implied volatility chart for
each equity, but also a table displaying the last
10 days (schaeffersresearch.com/svi).

Perhaps the simplest way to use the SVI is
to compare the most recent trading day’s data
with the historical average from the past.
Because volatility is mean-reverting, that is, it
tends to oscillate around an average level,
support and resistance levels are fairly easy to
spot. If the current SVI is higher than the his-
torical SVI, the option premiums are likely
more expensive and more suitable for a selling
strategy such as short verticals or short naked
puts, for example. If the SVI is trading at the
mean or lower, you may want to consider long
strategies such as purchasing calls and puts or
long verticals. 

One caveat before you sell option pre-
mium based on high SVIs: the SVI for equities
tends to cycle so that it peaks just ahead of

earnings reports and bottoms between
reports. So by selling premium near SVI
peaks, you may well be taking on some major
event risk within a few days.

Q: What is open interest, and where can I
find it?

BERNIE: Open interest (OI) tracks the
number of positions opened in an option.
Each contract has a unique level of OI that
changes as investors buy or sell. If I buy 10
September 350 puts on Apple to take a new
position, open interest might increase by 10
contracts if the option seller is also opening. If
the other party is closing (while I open), the
net result is no change in open interest. Later,
when I offset the trade by closing 10 Apple
September 350 puts, open interest declines by
10 contracts if the other party exits the trade
as well. Buying, selling, exercise, and expira-
tion affect OI. When an option contract is
listed and when it expires, open interest is
zero. You can find the current open interest
for any options contract using options quotes
at schaeffersresearch.com.

Q: If an options position is “tied” to shares,
was the stock position bought or sold short?
BERNIE: Options positions are often tied to
stock in increments of 100 shares per option.
For example, in a covered call strategy, an
investor is buying 100 shares of stock per call
sold. In a protective put, 100 shares of stock
are bought and tied to one put option. “Tied”

simply means that the options are part of a
combination play in which the investor is
trading options along with shares or futures.

Some strategies are tied to long stock or
futures, but not all. Many institutional
investors use tied trades to make bets on
volatility. A recent example was a trade in
software maker Electronic Arts (ERTS). On
May 13, 2011, a block of 20,000 December 27
calls was bought against a short position in
660,000 shares of ERTS. The delta—the rate
at which the options move when the stock
does—on the calls is 0.33, and on 20,000 con-
tracts, the total delta is roughly the same as
being short 660,000 shares (or 0.33 x 100 x
20,000). Since 660,000 shares were sold, the
delta of the total position is zero or neutral.
Tied positions are often designed to profit
from options time decay or changes in volatil-
ity. Shares may be long or sold short. The key
to long-term profitability of tied trades is often
in the adjustments made along the way. 

Let Volatility Be 
Your Guide

EQUITY VOLATILITY CAN MEAN ALL
THE DIFFERENCE WHEN CHOOSING
YOUR STRATEGY
>> By Bernie Schaeffer

Bernie Schaeffer is
founder and CEO of
Schaeffer’s Investment
Research, Inc., a leading
provider of research and
analysis on the stock and
options market. He
received the Best of the

Best  Award from the
Market Technicians Asso-
ciation for his ground-
breaking work on
sentiment analysis, and
his award-winning 
SchaeffersResearch.com
site is consistently ranked

#1 in the options cate-
gory by Alexa.com. He
appears frequently on
CNBC and The Nightly
Business Report and is reg-
ularly quoted in the Wall
Street Journal, Business-
Week, and USA Today.

Only have a limited time
to learn how to trade
options? Go to 
sentiment.com
/HSP9

Q:

The Man with
the Answers:
Bernie 
Schaeffer
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www.schaeffersresearch.com SUMMER 2011 Technical Focus 15

SOME TRADERS CHOKE A CHART’S DATA UNTIL 
IT CONFESSES WHAT THEY WANT IT TO SAY. 

OTHER, MORE SUCCESSFUL TECHNICIANS RELY ON
TRIED AND TRUE “SIGNPOSTS” TO TELL THEM 

WHERE A STOCK MIGHT BE HEADED. 
USING PRICE LEVELS AS YOUR GUIDE CAN 

REVEAL A LOT ABOUT A STOCK’S DIRECTION …
WITH LESS TORTUROUS MEANS.

BY Bernie 
Schaeffer

ILLUSTRATIONS BY
JOE MORSE
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of the extent of its usage by the investment
community?  

Just as buying a momentum stock univer-
sally loved by the entire analyst community
carries the danger of a crowded trade (in
which there is a rapidly diminishing pool of
potential new buyers, rendering the stock
vulnerable to peaking or to declining sharply
on any hint of disappointment in company
operations), buying a stock based on a price
level that is widely touted by market pundits
and the technical analysis community can be
highly problematic.   

I will discuss four general categories of
actionable price levels in this article:

1. Long-term moving averages
2. Non-standard moving average units
3. Half-high and double-low levels
4. Round number levels

Smooth Averages
The logic of using moving averages as sign-
posts or key levels on the charts is quite com-
pelling. The simple moving average
(computed by summing the closing prices for
a specified number of data points measured
in common units of time and then dividing
this sum by the total number of data points)
is a “smoothing” tool designed to eliminate a
portion of the noise in the price fluctuations
and retain a greater portion of the pure price
information underlying the data (also known
as the signal). 

If a stock closes five days ago at $97, and
then proceeds to close at $98, $102, $104,
and $99 over the next four days, a logical
expression of the “true” stock price over this
five-day period would be $100—the simple
average of the daily closing prices. If the next
day’s closing price is $97, the five-day mov-
ing average will remain at $100 (the average
now of $98, $102, $104, $99, and $97), and
so you can see that the five-day moving aver-

Technical Focus16 S E N T I M E N TSUMMER 2011

According to
www.goodwords.com,
those who built the great
cathedrals of Europe cen-
turies ago used levels

(usually with bubble gauges) to prove hori-
zontals in foundations and floorings. The
level indicated that things were as they
should be, and “on the level” eventually
became synonymous with truthfulness.

One of the great challenges in successful
trading is identifying price levels that can
indicate potential areas of support and resist-
ance. This is particularly important for traders
assessing whether a pullback in an uptrend is
“normal” and indicates the prevailing bullish
action is likely to resume, or whether it’s suffi-
cient to indicate a trend reversal. In the for-
mer case, existing long positions should be
held or perhaps sized bigger and new long
positions can be considered. In the latter case,
existing long positions should be liquidated
and new short positions can be considered. 

In addition, for those who trade “naked
long” call or put options, there is a timing ele-
ment associated with contact between a
stock price and a significant support or resist-
ance level. By this I mean there is often a
“chemical reaction” of sorts between the
share price and the support or resistance
level that results in a rapid price resolution in
one direction or the other. This rapid price
resolution is gold for the call or put option
buyer, whose reward, risk, and ultimate suc-
cess are defined by the old time-is-money
adage. In fact, for the option buyer, avoiding
extended periods of sideways price action is a
close second in importance to being correct
on the direction. In this sense, “trading on
the level” can be considered a critical success
factor for naked long option buyers.

The Level Litmus Test
There are two factors I’ve found to be critical
to developing levels on the chart that are
actionable in the sense that paying attention
to them can significantly improve your trad-
ing performance and ignoring them will often
be at your peril.

1. Is the process for determining an
actionable level strongly grounded in the
logic of stock price action and/or in the logic
of human emotions and behavior?

2. If the answer to #1 is “stock price
action,” is the process “uncrowded” in terms

There are other great articles discussing “levels”
on our website. For one on options strikes serving 
as short-term support and resistance, go to 
sentiment.com/level1
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age is more stable compared to daily prices.
A comparison of the daily closing prices and
the five-day moving average can show the
trader where the current stock price stands
relative to a smoother representation of
recent price action. Today’s closing price has
the advantage of being the most current; the
moving average has the advantage of being
less “noisy.”

Another benefit of the moving average
and its smoothing property is that it is very
clear visually on a stock price chart, allowing
the trader at a glance to compare daily (or
weekly, or monthly) prices to various moving
average levels. If the trader deems a particu-
lar moving average to be significant, in gen-
eral, a closing price above this moving
average is considered bullish and a close
below bearish. It is also considered bullish if
the moving average is rising (has a positive
slope) and bearish if it is falling (has a nega-
tive slope). 

The Four Levels
LONG-TERM MOVING AVERAGES
The standard moving averages on a daily
chart are the 50-day and 200-day moving
averages. These are followed by just about
every market technician and are frequently
quoted in financial media articles discussing
stock market action. Thus, these are
“crowded” tools and are best used as a
reminder of what the crowd is looking at, not
as tradable indicators. The “crowded” equiv-
alent on the weekly chart of the 200-day
moving average is the 40-week moving aver-
age. Figure 1 (upper chart) displays the S&P
500 index over the past 17 years with its 40-
week moving average. As you can see, the

1995–2000 bull market was pretty much
defined by support from the 40-week moving
average, though there were significant
downside penetrations in 1998 and 1999. In
general, the 40-week moving average has
provided a nice, smooth framework for the
S&P’s price action over this period, and is a
level that should be on the radar of all seri-
ous traders.

The advantage of creating moving aver-
ages longer than 40 weeks is two-fold—they
provide a smoother representation of price
action (more signal and less noise) and they
are on the radar of only a fraction of those
who follow the standard averages and can
thus be used as trading tools in addition to
reference points. The disadvantage of
longer-term moving averages is that an
excessive degree of smoothness means it can
become stale—it covers such a long time
period that it can become irrelevant to cur-

rent price levels. 
I’ve found  the 80-week moving average

to be near-ideal as a trading tool—long
enough to provide a strong signal compo-
nent, but not so long as to create a major risk
of staleness, and off the screens of most
traders—and this is displayed on the 17-year
chart of the S&P (Figure 1, bottom chart).
Note how the 80-week moving average per-
fectly defined the 1995–2000 bull market as

support, with just a single closing weekly bar
below the 80-week (and this close was quite
marginal—within one point). The close
below the 80-week moving average in mid-
November 2000 heralded the bear market
decline into the 2002 and 2003 bottoms.
Once the 80-week was retaken in June 2003,
it was smooth upside sailing for the market
until the downside penetration in January
2008. And the market’s inability to re-take
the 80-week moving average on the mid-
2008 rally defined a textbook failed bear
market rally that was followed by the sicken-
ing declines into the 2008 and early-2009
bottoms. Finally, the market rallied and re-
took the 80-week in October 2009, and it
has not looked back since. 

NON-STANDARD MOVING AVERAGES 
As mentioned, the 50-day moving average is
widely followed (as is the 40-week). But

what if you were to examine the 40-day mov-
ing average? You may find attractive trading
opportunities that escape many traders, in
particular on stocks that are in strong
uptrends. The pullbacks in such stocks tend
to be brief and shallow, and those who wait

17Technical Focus

FIGURE 1: Long-term moving average.
S&P 500 with a 40-week moving average (upper
chart) and 80-week moving average (lower chart), 
July 1994–May 2011.

THE ADVANTAGE 
OF CREATING MOVING
AVERAGES LONGER
THAN 40 WEEKS IS
TWO-FOLD—THEY
PROVIDE A SMOOTHER
REPRESENTATION OF
PRICE ACTION (MORE
SIGNAL AND LESS
NOISE) AND THEY ARE
ON THE RADAR OF
ONLY A FRACTION OF
THOSE WHO FOLLOW
THE STANDARD AVER-
AGES AND CAN THUS
BE USED AS TRADING
TOOLS IN ADDITION TO
REFERENCE POINTS.
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returns for the S&P  showing that beyond
this current period, we have seen a double in
the S&P over 102 weeks on just two other
occasions—1934 and 1937. The S&P has in
fact struggled at the 1333 doubling level, as
is well illustrated in Figure 2. Since first
reaching 1333 in mid-February, the S&P has
crossed above and below this level on eight
separate occasions and has closed within a
point of it six times. 

A similar phenomenon can operate on
50% declines off a major peak, at which
point buyers begin to establish positions on
the theory that the share price has been
“punished enough” by being cut in half. And

with similar reason-
ing, shareholders
who have suffered all
the way down and
who have been
tempted to sell along
the way might dig in
their heels and
resolve to hold.

ROUND 
NUMBERS
A rallying market
encounters resist-
ance or speed bumps
at round number
levels through a sim-
ilar process. Round

number levels (such as $100 for a stock or
1000 for a market index) naturally tend to
attract extra attention, and can remind
investors that a rally may have reached the
point at which it would be a good idea to
take some money off
the table.

The 17-year epic
struggle by the Dow
Jones Industrial
Average at the 1000
mark is legendary.
According to
Wikipedia, “the
Dow first exceeded
1000 during the
trading day on Janu-
ary 18, 1966, but
dropped back before
closing that day. It
would be nearly
seven years later
before it closed

above 1000 for the first time.” And it was not
until February 24, 1983, that the Dow finally
closed above the 1100 level.

A great example of this round number
hex is occurring right now in the S&P 400
Mid-Cap Index (MID), which has powered
to all-time highs this year. But the rally has
stalled at—you guessed it—the 1000 mark,
as shown in Figure 3. This is a far cry from
the Dow’s 17-year struggle, but it is certainly
no surprise that this round number level
would at the very least attract short-term
profit taking. 

NOTE THAT YOU WILL ENCOUNTER
significant moving average levels much more
frequently than you will doubling points and
half-highs and major round number levels,
though you may be able to identify some off-
the-beaten-path variations of such levels (par-
ticularly over shorter time frames) that can
add value to your trading. Just remember to
apply the two major guidelines for developing
actionable levels, and you will consistently
benefit from the road maps they provide. 
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for the decline to reach the 50-day moving
average are often left at the gate as the pull-
back falls shy of this level. Many times,
though, these pullbacks will touch the 40-
day moving average, providing excellent
entry points for alert traders. Similarly, there
are pullbacks that penetrate the 50-day
moving average and shake many traders out
of long positions, only to be supported at the
80-day moving average and once again pro-
vide non-standard but solid entry points for
buyers. Constructing non-standard moving
average units for your trading plays very
strongly to the power of the uncrowded (but
well grounded) indicator.

HALF-HIGHS AND DOUBLE LOWS 
Over the years, I’ve found that when a stock
or stock index doubles from a major low, the
stock price level associated with the double
often becomes a “speed bump” or a resistance
area. This is likely because many holders of
the security decide it is time to take some or
all of their investment off the table because it
has already doubled, which raises concerns
that it could be vulnerable to a reversal of
fortune. This phenomenon also plays to the
natural (and self-defeating) tendency for
investors to be more fearful of giving up prof-
its on successful trades than of incurring
additional losses on unsuccessful trades.

An excellent illustration of the “double as
speed bump” principle at work is the action
of the S&P 500 in 2011 at and around the
1333 level, which is double the intraday low
at the March 2009 bottom. My esteemed
colleague Paul Montgomery (see “Pro
Pearls,” page 30),  published a chart earlier
this year of 102-week (two-year) rolling

FIGURE 2: Double low. The S&P 500 has struggled to trade above 1333, which is
exactly double the intraday low from the March 2009 bottom. 

FIGURE 3: Resistance at 1000. The S&P 400 Mid-Cap Index is a great example
of the “round number hex” occuring in real time. While it traded at all-time highs
earlier this year, the 1000 level is proving to be formidable resistance. 

BUYERS BEGIN TO
ESTABLISH POSITIONS
ON THE THEORY 
THAT THE SHARE PRICE
HAS BEEN “PUNISHED
ENOUGH” BY BEING
CUT IN HALF. SHARE-
HOLDERS WHO 
HAVE SUFFERED ALL
THE WAY DOWN
MIGHT DIG IN THEIR
HEELS AND HOLD.
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Sometimes success
         requires taking a leap
   in a different direction.

Which options strategies will have the greatest 
potential for profit? Do you follow the popular markets 
or would you do better knowing what the insiders are 
trading? Big money finds success in less popular 
markets, those which are not over-traded and have not 
peaked. With Trade Navigator® you can quickly visualize 
which trading patterns and markets are getting too much 
attention and set your sites on the less-traded markets; 
those likely to offer greater gain. We have 29 years of 
experience, putting accessible trading information at 
our clients’ command and making execution on that data 
even easier!

Confidence comes from
        knowing your options ...
It begins with the most powerful and flexible trading 
platform available. We then offer a range of sentiment 
index add-ons to meet the needs of investors at every 
level, supporting their trading strategies. We afford 
them the ability to filter bullish vs. bearish markets 
and easily identify contrarian opportunities. With the 
addition of Options ExplorerTM you can quickly analyze 
and track targeted markets then, hone in on buy and sell 
opportunities within the markets identified in a clear, 
visual manner. You can even execute trades directly from 
the charts and graphs. Knowing which markets, options 
or ETFs to pursue makes all the difference!

TM

Know before you trade.

introducing

Get your FREE 30-Day, Risk-Free Trial of
Options Explorer with real-time data today!

Just visit www.tradenavigator.com/sentiment

www.tradenavigator.com   |   800 .808 .3282
Copyright ©2011 Trade Navigator. All rights reserved.  Options ExplorerTM is Patent Pending.

 What if, before each trade, you knew:
  �  What the insiders are trading, and why?
  �  Which options strategies have the greatest profit potential? 
  �  Trading patterns that have become too popularized?

You can!
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Caught in a 
trading funk? 

Break the bad habits, 
forget about what you’ve 
been doing wrong, and 

focus on what you should
be doing right. 

Here are seven habits 
the best traders 

use to get 
back 

on their 
feet again.

Seven 
Habits
of

Very
Successful
Traders
By 

PHILLIPS
WIEGAND, JR.

and KEVIN LUND
Photograph by Fredrik Brodén
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They have the 
right attitude
As in most aspects of

our lives, having the right attitude is impera-
tive to successful trading. This may seem
obvious, but most of us possess potential that
far exceeds what we ordinarily imagine; yet,
too often we place limitations on ourselves
without even realizing it. We blame a failed
strategy or a losing streak on someone other
than ourselves—which only works to seed
more failure. It’s been said that successful
options trading is 10% strategy and 90% psy-
chology. That said, one thing you can count
on is that you’re going to have setbacks.
Don’t underestimate the significance of how
you handle your next loss. It could set the
course of your future as a trader.

They don’t ignore 
due diligence
The business of trading has always been lit-
tered with folks who think they can make a
fortune because they’re smarter than the
markets. Ultimately, most of these people
wash out because they’re not willing to put
forth the necessary effort to succeed. But
don’t think it’s enough to simply subscribe to
a couple of newsletters. Such tools should
serve to complement your own due dili-
gence. Over the long haul, two minds that
arrive at the same con-
clusion are typically
better than one—par-
ticularly if one of them
is your own and the
other has a proven
track record. If you’re
just starting out,
newsletters such as
Schaeffer’s Option 
Advisor are great

resources to help you sift through the moun-
tains of information available and learn how
to put it to use.

They keep it simple
The advent of the personal computer and
options trading software in the last two
decades has been both a blessing and a curse.
On the upside, it’s leveled the playing field by
allowing the average Joe to make a living
trading the stock market with analysis tech-
niques that were previously available only to
institutional traders. Ironically, this is also its
downside. Simply put: Less is more. Don’t get
caught in the indicator trap by using too
many of these tools,
or you may become
prone to “analysis
paralysis”—when
traders use too many
indicators and find
themselves at an
impasse, unable to
enter good trades or
get out of bad ones.
It’s possible to get so
caught up in devel-
oping a system,
tweaking a strategy
just a bit more, or
cramming that last

data point into a search, that it
becomes nearly impossible to
capture the information needed
for a clear and concise trading
idea. Too much information can
blur the mind and lead you
down the wrong path to indeci-
sion or missed opportunities.
Keeping it simple is the best way
to remain lucid and avoid a con-
voluted thought process. 

They have
a plan
If you find your-
self taking more
drawdowns
than profits,
step back and
look at your
plan to see where you may have gone wrong.
Oh, you don’t have a plan? Make one. If you
want to succeed long-term, this is critical.
Doubling down on losers or resorting to pray-
ing for a rebound are not part of a valid plan—
they’re recipes for disaster. A carefully

developed (and simple) plan that gets
you in when the timing’s right and
dictates what to do when things go
wrong is essential. Something as sim-
ple as (1) having predetermined entry
and exit points, (2) determining the
right options strategy (see “Confes-
sions of a Trader,” page 25, on how to
determine a strategy based on trend
and volatility), and (3) deciding how
much risk to allocate for each trade,
are all that’s really needed to create a
basic options trading plan. If your plan
has too many parts, take another look
at Habit 3.

MOST PEOPLE SPEND A LOT OF TIME FOCUSING ON MISTAKES they’ve made in the past,
hoping to avoid the same undesirable results in the future. Although this can be helpful, perhaps it
would be even more useful to take the focus off yourself and examine what other highly successful
options traders are doing right instead of what you’re doing wrong. By focusing on the actions nec-
essary for success, you will program your mind to achieve your goals and objectives, while allowing
for mistakes to be made without wiping you out. So what exactly are the best traders doing differ-
ently? Here are seven of the most important habits that you’ll need for a successful trading mindset.
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Having a proper mindset is key to your trading 
success. Read the article “Four Questions to Ask
Before Trading” online at  
sentiment.com/habits1

They trade their plan
Habit 5 is the implementation of Habit 4, and
it dictates one of the oldest tenets in trad-
ing—plan your trade and trade your plan. The
objective in this business is to remain in the
game. The more often you walk to the plate,
the greater the chance you have of smacking
the ball out of the park. Each time you place a
trade, you’re taking on risk, and there is
potential for loss. A solid plan anticipates
what can go wrong and includes options for
what to do about it. 

They protect their 
downside and upside
When executed appropriately, even an
option trading plan that employs only a
premium-buying strategy (buying calls and
puts) can offer built-in protections that
stock traders don’t enjoy. To some extent,
option trading losses
are “controlled” for
the premium buyer
by the smaller up-
front dollars and the
reward/risk equa-
tion, which is con-
trolled by convexity
of options on the
profit side versus an
absolute dollar loss
limit on the loss
side. 

Further, option
buyers need an

equal—if not greater—amount of discipline
when they have a profitable trade as when
they have a losing trade. They need the dis-
cipline to hold on and achieve the outsized
profits that are necessary to offset the more
frequent losing trades. In other words, don’t
be excessively nervous about
giving back profits … or too
comfortable allowing a losing
trade to get bigger.

They adapt to change
It may sound like a cliché, but
in fact the only thing in
options trading that stays the
same is change. The financial
markets are dynamic beasts
that have a funny way of hum-
bling you just when you think
you have it all figured out. It’s
really not possible to have a
solid grasp of everything that
the market discounts while it moves, and
what makes it all so interesting and complex
is the multitude of variables that affect the
prices of securities, and subsequently, the
prices of options. 

Generally, as a trader, you’ll need to draw
on hindsight in order to understand the true

reasons why the market
behaves the way it does.
Since the variables are
constantly changing, you
can rarely find an exact
match when comparing
one period of time to
another. Instead, success-
ful traders simply adapt
their options trading
strategies to the ever-
evolving market. What’s
working now may not
work tomorrow, and it’s
always important to be

flexible enough to
adjust to such changes.
For example, when
low-volatility environ-
ments suddenly
become high-volatility,
you might switch your
premium-buying strat-
egy to a premium-sell-
ing strategy. 

What’s most impor-
tant is to be nimble
(and perhaps humble) enough to act quickly
when you begin to recognize that your “per-
fect system” is breaking down. And when it
does, you should be ready, willing, and able to
switch gears with a new plan (see Habit 4),
instead of being paralyzed by losses when it’s
already too late. 

Options
traders

need 
discipline

to hold
on and

achieve
the out-

sized
profits

necessary 
to offset

the more 
frequent

losing
trades. 

Conclusion
Options trading is both an exciting and challenging vocation. But it’s important to remember that it is just one aspect of our
lives. Keeping everything in perspective is part of living a balanced, healthy, and happy life. Whether you’re performing well or
in a trading funk, emotions can run high at your trading desk. It’s important to mitigate this as best you can and attempt to
operate with a calm and collected mindset. In addition to these seven habits, you should always maintain a reasonable per-
spective of the market. It owes you nothing and doesn’t care whether you win or lose. After you wholeheartedly accept this
truth and implement some basic good habits into your regimen, you too can be a highly successful trader.
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How do YOU like it?

The BESTDirect Online Trading Platform is 

completely customizable - putting YOU in 

total control of your trading experience. 

There is a substantial risk of loss in trading commodity futures, options and off-exchange foreign currency products. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Get your FREE BESTDirect platform
at www.BESTDirect.com/Youe.BESTDirat wwww
Get your FREE BE

ouect.com/YYo
ect platformESTDir
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MOST OPTIONS TRADERS DON’T  START
out trading spreads or selling premium. You
typically learn how to trade by simply buying
calls in bullish markets and puts in bearish
ones. After a while, you realize long calls and
puts don’t always work as they should, partic-
ularly in moderate trends or when volatility
accompanies strong trends.  

So if you’re only buying calls and puts,
here’s a scenario that’s probably familiar:
You’re bullish on a stock after a small pull-
back, so you buy some calls. The stock moves
higher, but your options don’t. Oops. You may
have picked the perfect entry point on price,
but you neglected the high-volatility premium
built into the price of those calls because of
the pullback. When the stock moved back up,
the volatility premium was taken out. Oh
well. Better luck next time, right? Not really.
Lady Luck has nothing to do with it, but your
choice of option strategy does. The question
is, which one do you choose?

Building a Box
If you’re stumped, there are many options
strategies to choose from that accommodate
various market conditions. In the last issue
of SENTIMENT, we laid out some spread-
trading basics and described four core strate-
gies, each with their own qualities that make
them well-suited for a particular trend and

volatility backdrop—the long vertical, short
vertical, butterfly, and calendar spread.  In
addition to buying calls and puts, as a start-
ing point, you can plug all of these strategies
into a “strategy box” to help you pick the
perfect trade. (See Figure 1.) 

The box only requires trend and volatility
as inputs, both of which you can get at 
schaeffersresearch.com. Use your choice of
charts and indicators to determine trend.
Then gauge where current volatility is
against the stock’s historical implied volatil-
ity using Schaeffer’s Volatility Index, or SVI
(see “Ask Bernie,” page 13, for more on
SVI).  Once you’ve figured out trend and
volatility, just plug them into your strategy
box and voila! Your decision is made. 

Putting it Together
How does this work in practice? Suppose
you’re looking at the hypothetical described
above—you’re trying to buy on a dip when
volatility is higher than normal. Simply look
at the “Bullish” cell in the top row, and line
up the strategy with “High Volatility” in the
left row. Instead of buying a call, perhaps a

higher-probability strategy would be to sell a
put vertical spread. 

OF COURSE, THERE’S NO GUARANTEE
the strategy the box will be right every time,
but if you choose a strategy designed for the
conditions you’re facing, you stand a much
better chance of profiting versus blindly buy-
ing calls just because you’re bullish. All that’s
left now is to decide how much risk you want
to take on and pull the trigger—two topics
better left for future issues.  

Think Inside the Box

BUILD A STRATEGY BOX TO OVERCOME YOUR
INDECISION ABOUT WHAT TO TRADE. 

>> By Kevin Lund  / PHOTOGRAPH BY FREDRIK BRODÉN

M

Confessions of a Trader 

FIGURE 1:  Plug and play. To build a simple strategy box, just plug in the strategies you 
understand that typically fare best under certain trends and volatility scenarios.  

Strong
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past three months. The
score is then calculated
based on the following
four components: 

1. HV vs. IV. First, we
look at the three-
month historical
volatility (HV) on the
stock and compare it to
the implied volatility
(IV) of the stock’s
options. Has the stock
been more volatile over

the last three months compared to what
option prices are predicting going forward?

2. Gaps. There’s nothing better than buying
an option and then having the stock make a
major gap in your direction soon after. We look
at the number of gaps up or down that the
stock has made in recent history.

3. Big Daily Moves. This component simply
counts the number of big moves made by the
stock. However, looking at percentage returns
alone isn’t good enough. To define a “big
move,” we use the implied volatilities on
options to find the stock’s expected daily
move. Then, we measure the daily return in
standard deviations based on the expected
daily move. 

4. Average Daily Standard Deviation
Return. Using options to determine the
stock’s expected daily move, and measuring
stock returns in standard deviations, we find
the average stock move each day.  We use the
absolute value, so it doesn’t matter whether
the shares went higher or lower.  Only the
magnitude of the move is considered.

HYPOTHESIS CONFIRMED
After developing the SVS, we tested it on
three types of premium buying strategies—

WHEN MOST “EXPERT”

analysts love a particu-
lar stock—run! They’re
usually wrong.  We
looked at stock returns
in the first and second
half of each year since
2000, and broke the
stocks into three

groups depending on
the percentage of “buy”
recommendations.  The
group of most-loved
stocks had an average
of 76% “buy” ratings
from brokerage firms.
Those stocks per-
formed the worst, up

just 0.81% on average
over a six-month
period. The least-loved
stocks had an average
of just 34% “buy” rat-
ings, yet these under-
dogs performed
head-and-shoulders
above the analysts’
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TO AVOID LOSSES, A STOCK TRADER SIMPLY
needs to be right on the direction of the stock’s
price. However, trading options is more complex,
as option contracts carry a time value compo-
nent. The more volatile the underlying stock,
the more time premium is included in the option
price and the more the underlying stock needs to
move in order for the trader to turn a profit.

For example, with a stock priced at $100,
the 95-strike call option may cost $8. This
premium consists of $5 of intrinsic value and
$3 of time value. For the option trader to
merely break even on expiration day, the
stock needs to rise to $103. A 95-strike call
on a more volatile stock may be priced at
$10 ($5 intrinsic and $5 time value), in
which case the option trader would need the
stock to rise as high as $105 in order to reach
breakeven. In other words, it’s not enough

for the stock to move in the right direction.
It must make a directional move that exceeds the
volatility-based assumptions of the option pric-
ing model. As Bernie Schaeffer likes to say:
“In options trading you pay for volatility but
your payoff is in directional price move-
ment.” That’s why we created the Schaef-
fer’s Volatility Scorecard (SVS), which is a
proprietary ranking system that compares a
stock’s price action against the volatility
expectations reflected by that particular
stock’s options. A stock that tends to make
bigger moves than its options pricing would
indicate is said to have relatively “cheap”
options. The cheaper the options, the easier
it will be to make money when buying them.  

HOW IT WORKS
All stocks are ranked from zero to 100, with
high scores suggesting the stock has relatively
cheap options and low scores indicating rela-
tively expensive options. The idea, of course,
is to buy cheap options, and avoid buying—or
maybe even sell—expensive options. To cal-
culate the SVS, we look at stock data over the

T

TURNING 
TRADITIONAL

MARKET
R&D ON ITS

HEAD

SCHAEFFER’S 
VOLATILITY 
SCORECARD
GAUGING THE COST OF
VOLATILITY AT A GLANCE

idea #1

favorites, with an aver-
age six-month return
of 7.6%. This is just one
example as to why it
pays to take these rat-
ings with a contrarian
grain of salt.

TABLE 1: Relative cheapness.When it comes to option-buying strategies,
stocks with a relatively high SVS (options are “cheap”) offer greater success
than those with low SVS. 

Most Loved Stocks 76% 0.81% 50%

Moderately Loved Stocks 58% 5.34% 58%

Least Loved Stocks 34% 7.61% 58%

WHEN
STOCKS ARE
OVER-LOVED

F Y I

Average 
Percent of
Buy Ratings

Average 
6-Month

Stock Return

Percent of
Positive
Returns

Call Options Put Options Straddles

PERCENTAGE OF DOUBLES

Bracket

Lowest SVS 18.4% 10.7% 7.3%

Moderately Low 20.6% 12.1% 8.8%

Middle 21.7% 12.9% 10.1%

Moderately High 21.1% 13.6% 9.8%

Highest SVS 21.7% 14.2% 10.8 %
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long calls and puts and long straddles. Starting
at the beginning of 2010, we assumed purchas-
ing at-the-money options twice during each
expiration cycle—once on the day of the prior
month’s expiration, and then again two weeks
before expiration. The options were assumed
to be held until expiration and closed at intrin-
sic value. We then broke the stocks into five
brackets based on their SVS (see Table 1).
Those with the lowest SVS scores (expensive
options) are at the top, while the highest SVS
scores (cheaper options) are at the bottom.

LONG CALLS & PUTS To measure whether
we’re really capturing “hidden” volatility, we
found the percentage of options that doubled
depending on their SVS score. The first two
columns of the table reflect the data for simple
call and put purchases. There is, in fact, a bet-
ter chance at a double for stocks with high
SVS scores as opposed to low SVS scores.
Focusing on puts, the equities with the highest
SVS scores saw options that doubled 14.2% of
the time, compared to a 10.7% double rate at
the low end of the SVS spectrum—translating
into 30% more doubles at the high end. 

LONG STRADDLES Since the SVS does
not consider the direction of a stock’s move,
we tested our theory with straddles as well.
A straddle is the purchase of a call and a put
at the same strike, with the idea that you can
make money on any major stock move,
whether it’s up or down. Again, the results
show the SVS to be proficient at finding
stocks with a propensity to make big moves
relative to their option prices. When trading
equities with higher SVS scores, 10.8% of
straddles doubled in value, compared to just
7.3% for the lowest-ranked stocks. That’s
45% more doubles on stocks with high SVS
scores.

Again, when playing options, getting the
stock’s directional move right is not always
enough. To bank big profits, the magnitude of
the move must be greater than what the
option prices are predicting. It’s easier to make
money buying stocks with relatively cheap
options, and the SVS is one valuable tool we
use to do this.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

>> Rocky White Senior Quantitative Analyst, 
Schaeffer’s Investment Research
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

CHAEFFER’S CHAIRMAN AND CEO, Bernie Schaeffer, is a widely recognized name
on Wall Street, having made his mark as a leading authority on equity options, investor sentiment,
and market timing. For nearly three decades, Bernie and his staff of analysts have utilized his Expec-
tational Analysis® methodology to help investors exploit option trading opportunities based on
this unique combination of technical, fundamental, and sentiment analysis.

Most often, Bernie opines via his “From the Top” column on SchaeffersResearch.com, where he
discusses individual stocks, commodities, the broader equities market, and everything in between. 
As a result, the Schaeffer's home page has become a frequent pit stop for active traders looking for
a fresh contrarian spin on the hot investing topics of the day. Below is a run-down of some of his
most recent contributions:

Option Advisor Commentary—Each month, Bernie addresses subscribers of his renowned
Option Advisor newsletter, where he divulges what’s currently on his proverbial radar,  offers his
two cents on the current market environment, or relays investing tips for contrarian traders. 

The Argument Against a Market Top—The recent turmoil in the commodities pits, along
with escalating concerns about the fiscal health of the euro zone, have prompted more than a few
analysts to wax pessimistic on the market. But considering the S&P 500 Index’s (SPX) progress on
the charts and—more important—the lingering skepticism among mainstream investors, there’s
still plenty of buying power on the sidelines that could propel the major market indexes even higher
this year.

Not All Black Swans are Black Swans—The price action of the CBOE Market Volatility
Index (VIX)—otherwise known as the “fear gauge”—suggests the market has become less volatile
on pullbacks, which could be the direct result of amplified put buying by an increasingly active “black
swan brigade.”

Keeping It Simple—While dissecting the technicalities of option delta hedging, volatility, and
hedge-fund put buying can help you predict and understand the market’s movement, sometimes 
“it pays to keep it simple,” as Bernie explains in this two-part installment.

SITE 
FEATURE
FROM THE TOP 

idea #2

FROMTHETOPFor nearly three decades, Bernie Schaeffer has been
one of Wall Street’s leading market timing and options authorities.
You can access his latest commentary by going to schaeffers
research.com. “From the Top” is at the top right.S
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When it comes to earn-
ings, not only does it help
to know what the analyst
expectations are, but the
history of the market’s
reaction before and after
prior earnings announce-
ments. Trading is all about

probabilities, so when a stock reacts 
one way after earnings more than
another, you can speculate with greater
confidence or hedge your positions 
when things aren’t so certain.
To access earnings commentary from Midnight Trader, go to sentiment.com/mt9

INSIDE OPTIONS

Schaeffer’s newest
video series, Inside
Options, offers a
ground-up options
education for rookies
and experts alike.
Each week, Financial
Writer Jim Cunning-
ham highlights a dif-
ferent options trading
concept or strategy,
and provides an
inside-out explana-
tion to build your
base of trading
knowledge. With top-
ics like “Five Reasons

Why Options Are
Attractive Investment
Tools,” “A History of
Options,” and “Defin-
ing Derivatives,” basi-
cally, it’s the best free
options education
you can get for three
minutes a week.

—
To view Jim’s Inside
Options videos and 
others, go to 
sentiment.com/
videos

PRODUCING OUTSIZED RETURNS CAN BE A
CHALLENGE WHEN THE MARKET IS UNCERTAIN
AND CHOPPY, OR EVEN BULLISHLY COMPLACENT.
THAT’S WHEN YOU HAVE TO START THINKING LIKE
A HEDGE FUND AND CONSIDER OPTIONS PAIRS
TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, BY BUYING CALLS ON A
COMPANY POISED FOR A BREAKOUT MOVE WHILE
ALSO BUYING PUTS ON A DISTRESSED COMPANY
IN THE SAME SECTOR (OR THE SECTOR ITSELF),
YOUR PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS CAN DRAMATI-
CALLY IMPROVE. IN THIS SCENARIO, YOU CAN
PROFIT ON THE CALL IF YOUR STOCK GOES UP IN
VALUE. IF THE SECTOR SHOULD MOVE AGAINST
YOU, YOUR PUTS CAN ACT AS INSURANCE, 
HELPING REDUCE YOUR LOSSES. THE TRICK TO
TRADING THE PERFECT PAIR IS TO BE EQUIPPED 
TO IDENTIFY STOCKS THAT CAN OUTPERFORM
OR UNDERPERFORM AND HAVE THE SKILLS TO
FIND POTENTIAL VOLATILITY SITUATIONS. 
To learn more about pairs trading, read “Hunting for
Hedges” in the Summer 2009 issue of SENTIMENT:
schaeffersresearch.com/sentiment
To get pairs trading ideas, subscribe to Hedge Hunter
Trader at: sentiment.com/HedgeHunter

FROM THE WINTER
2011 ISSUE
How to Fix a 
Broken Trade Buying a
call is not merely the
“heads you win, tails you
lose” scenario as it is
with stocks. There are
several other critical fac-

tors that could work
against you, such as
direction, time, and
volatility. Depending on
which of these variables
wreaks havoc on your
trade, your adjustment
could take on several
shapes.

Blogs from the Pros
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SENTIMENT
ARCHIVES
A sampling of our best
SENTIMENT articles
that you’ll find at  
SchaeffersResearch.com/
SENTIMENT

commentary

HISTORICAL VOLATILITY VS. IMPLIED VOLATILITY: 
A CASE STUDY ON SLV

>If you net-buy options, you have one simple goal. You want the actual
volatility of the underlying instrument to exceed the implied volatility
you paid for the options.

That is, let’s say you buy a front-month, at-the-money straddle in
Hypothetical Stock XYZ at a 30 volatility. If XYZ itself moves at a 40-
volatility clip over the next month, odds are you put on a winning trade. 

So with that in mind, look at a chart of the iShares Silver Trust (SLV)
from March to May 2011 with 30-day implied volatility (IV) versus 20-
day historical volatility (HV). Options here look like a steal, right? I
mean, you can buy options at a mid-40s volatility, while SLV itself has
moved around at an 80-volatility clip over the last 20 trading days.

But alas, there’s the rub. HV looks backward, while IV looks forward.
And if you look a bit further, you might notice that before SLV moved at
an 80-volatility pace, it moved at a 20-volatility clip—all of one month
ago. In fact, over a longer course of time, options here are slightly high.
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1 / How does a 
model-based trading
approach help produce
robust returns? The
one constant for me
every trading day is that
I know I’m going to fol-
low my models. The
cyclical, technical, and
psychological compo-
nents of my models are
subject to interpreta-
tion, but the trend com-
ponent is unequivocal
and mechanical. It
exists for the express
purpose of managing my
capital to make sure I
stay in the game. A
major part of my success
over the years has
resulted from avoiding
big capital drawdowns
during unfavorable
market environments
by using objective trend
data tools. They do
often sound false
alarms, but that’s a mere
inconvenience com-
pared to the benefits.

2 / Over the years
you’ve identified maga-
zine covers on finan-
cial topics as signaling
major market tops and
bottoms. Why do mag-
azine covers function
so well as contrarian
indicators? As an
investor, you may have a
well-developed opinion
based on supportive
fundamental and tech-
nical factors. But it is
critical to know if your
opinion is widely shared
by other market partici-
pants, because if so,
those factors are already
fully reflected in current
market prices—so they
will not move the stock.
There is no better indi-
cator of a universally
shared investment view
than the unambiguous
depiction of that theme
on magazine covers. A
classic example was the
December 1999 cover
of Time magazine with
Amazon.com CEO Jeff
Bezos as “Man of the
Year.” That month the
stock reached its then-
all-time high of $113—
on its way to an ultimate
low just above $5 in
October 2001.

3 / You’ve made exten-
sive use of “streaks”—
treating sustained
periods of consecutive
gains or losses as over-
bought or oversold
indicators. What is the
principle here? I’ve
found that streaks of 
up or down days in the
market are not ran-
domly distributed.
When a bull move
reaches a particular
level of intensity, those
who’ve remained on the
sidelines are often seized
with an urgent need to
get in at any price. They
can’t stand the emo-
tional cost of losing
more profit opportunity.
This psychology creates
powerful periods of con-
secutive gains, but once
the streak plays out,

sideline buying power is
exhausted and the 
market is primed for a
reversal. Similarly, con-
secutive down periods
after a bear move often
indicate that the storm
has passed and a bottom
is at hand.

4 / We often see bear-
ish analysts turn bull-
ish on a stock after a
sustained rally, even
with no apparent
changes in the com-
pany’s fundamentals.
Can you explain that?
They say that “markets
make the news—the
news doesn’t make mar-
kets.” The so-called
fundamental case for a
company is often made
after a period of strong
price action influences

analysts to look more
closely at factors that
support a bullish view. 

5 / How can an
investor gain an edge
in forecasting the 
markets? The data and
indicators just about
everyone examines tend
to wash out—they can’t
have much influence on
future price, because
the information is
already reflected in cur-
rent levels. But you can
develop a forecasting
edge if you use standard
indicators in non-stan-
dard ways (applying 50-
day moving averages to
a relative strength data
series) or if you develop
your own non-standard
indicators (examining
the impact on investor
mood swings of natural
phenomena such as
moon phases). 
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OPTIONS
  

Looking for performance with control?

It’s amazing what you can do with Options. With a long call Options strategy you can profi t from a stock’s rise without 
committing your entire capital. So you can ride the bulls and still stay in control. It’s time to learn more about Options. 
Get started. Go to the unbiased resource – OptionsEducation.org

Free Opt ions Help Desk   |    Free Loca l  Seminars   |    Sof tware   |    Onl ine C lasses   |    Pos i t ion S imulator    |    St ra tegy Screener

Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. Individuals should not enter into Options transactions until they have read and understood the risk disclosure document, Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options, 
available by calling 1-888-OPTIONS or by visiting OptionsEducation.org. None of the information in this ad should be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell a security or to provide investment advice. 
©2011 The Options Industry Council. All rights reserved.
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